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Abstract
We deﬁne the -invariant of a ﬁnite graph G on n+1 vertices to be the alternating sum (G) := fn−fn−1 +· · ·+(−1)nf0 where
each fi is the number of spanning forests in G with i edges. The cone Gˆ on a graph G is obtained by adjoining a new vertex p and
then joining each vertex of G to p by a single edge. The main result of this paper is a simple and elegant combinatorial interpretation
of (Gˆ) as the cardinality of the set of all edge-rooted spanning forests in the base graph G. We apply this result to discuss several
examples of (Gˆ) including the complete graphs.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Given a ﬁnite graph G, a subgraph F of G is a spanning forest in G if each component of F is a tree and F has the
same vertex set as G. If G has n + 1 vertices, we let fi (0 in) denote the number of spanning forests in G with i
edges. Now we deﬁne the -invariant of G to be
(G) :=
∑
0 in
(−1)n−ifi .
In matroid theoretic terms, (G) is the unsigned reduced Euler number of the independence complex of the cycle
matroid of G. We refer the reader to [1,6] for deﬁnitions and results concerning matroids and matroid complexes. It is
well known that (G) is the value of the Tutte polynomial TG(0, 1) [2,8]. Also, refer to [4] for a recursion formula for
(G) via circuits containing a ﬁxed edge in G.
In this paper we will examine the -invariant of cone graphs. Given a ﬁnite graph G, we deﬁne the cone graph (or
simply cone) Gˆ on the base G to be the graph obtained by adjoining a new vertex p, called the cone point, to G and
then joining each vertex of G to p by a single edge. For example, the complete graph Kn+1 on n+1 vertices is the cone
on Kn. It was shown in [3] that (Kn+1) is the number of edge-rooted forests in Kn by computing a homology basis
of the independence complex of the cycle matroid of Kn+1. See Section 2 for the deﬁnition of edge-rooted forests in a
ﬁnite graph.
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The main theorem of this paper shows that a similar combinatorial interpretation works for the -invariant of cone
graphs in general: for any ﬁnite graph G, we show that (Gˆ) is the number of edge-rooted forests in the base G. It
will be interesting to note that this theorem is essentially a direct consequence of the deﬁnition of the -invariant as
an alternating sum. Its proof requires no knowledge of a matroid or the Tutte polynomial. Also, the notion of the
edge-rooted forests in a graph G requires no ordering of the edges of G, whereas a ﬁxed ordering of edges is needed
in the classical result on the -invariant of a graph as the number of its spanning trees with zero internal activity [1,
Theorem 7.8.4]. Since the -invariant of a graph is independent of the ordering of its edges, our new combinatorial
interpretation of (Gˆ) is more natural than the classical one. In this paper, the base of a cone graph may contain multiple
edges, and loops are ignored.
2. Edge-rooted forests
Recall that a forest F in a graph G = (V (G),E(G)) is a subgraph of G such that each connected component of F
is a tree. A forest F in G is called spanning if V (F) = V (G). We will denote the set of all spanning forests in G by
I(G), which may also be regarded as the collection of independent sets of the cycle matroid of G. (Refer to [6] for the
deﬁnition of cycle matroid of graphs.)
Given F ∈ I(G), let C(F) denote the set of its connected components. In particular every T ∈ C(F) is a tree.
Note that T may be an isolated vertex. We deﬁne a spanning forest F ∈ I(G) to be non-singular if each component
T ∈ C(F) has at least one edge, that is, no T ∈ C(F) is an isolated vertex. We will denote the set of all non-singular
spanning forests in G by I˜(G). In what follows, the symbol
∏
is used for a Cartesian product of sets.
Deﬁnition. For each F ∈ I˜(G), deﬁne E∗(F ) :=∏T ∈C(F)E(T ). The set of edge-rooted forests in G, written F˜(G),
is the following set of pairs:
F˜(G) := {(F, e∗)|F ∈ I˜(G) and e∗ ∈ E∗(F )}.
Given an edge-rooted forest (F, e∗), F is called the support and e∗ the edge-roots.
In otherwords, an edge-rooted forest inG is a non-singular spanning forestF inGwith one edge from each component
T ∈ C(F) marked as an edge-root.
It is clear that the number of edge-rooted forestswith a given supportF ∈ I˜(G) is |E∗(F )|. Now suppose |C(F)|=m.
Since |E(T )| = |V (T )| − 1 when T is a tree, we have
|E∗(F )| =
∏
T ∈C(F)
|E(T )| =
∏
T ∈C(F)
(|V (T )| − 1) =
m∑
n=0
(−1)m−nn(F ),
where n(F ) denotes the nth elementary symmetric polynomial in m variables evaluated with the m values in the
(multi)set {|V (T )| : T ∈ C(F)}.
Deﬁnition. Let F ∈ I(G) and suppose C(F) = m. The nth vertex conﬁguration space V ∗(F )(n) of F (0nm) is
the set of all n-subsets {v1, . . . , vn} ⊂ V (F) such that vi and vj do not belong to the same connected component of F
if i = j . Alternatively, we deﬁne
V ∗(F )(n) :=
⊎
A⊂C(F),|A|=n
(∏
T ∈A
V (T )
)
,
where the disjoint union is taken over all subsets of C(F) of cardinality n.
Note thatV ∗(F )(0) is a set with a single element, the empty set, hence |V ∗(F )(0)|=1. It is also clear that |V ∗(F )(n)|=
n(F ) for all 0nm. Now we summarize the above discussion in the following lemma whose proof is clear.
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Lemma 1. Let F ∈ I(G) and suppose |C(F)| = m. Then the number of the edge-rooted forests supported by F is
given by
|E∗(F )| =
∏
T ∈C(F)
(|V (T )| − 1) =
∑
0nm
(−1)m−n|V ∗(F )(n)|.
Hence |E∗(F )| is non-zero if and only if F is non-singular.
3. -invariant of cone graphs
Recall that a cone on a graph G is a graph Gˆ obtained from G by adding a new vertex p, called a cone point, and one
edge between p and each vertex v ∈ V (G). We will call G, which is naturally a subgraph of Gˆ, the base of Gˆ. We also
let S(p) be the star of p in Gˆ, i.e., the cone on V (G) with the cone point p. Clearly we have E(G)∩E(S(p))=. The
following picture for Gˆ will be useful:
Gˆ = G ∪ S(p).
Then for any spanning forest F ′ ∈ I(Gˆ), we have a natural decomposition of F ′ as F ′ = (F ′ ∩G)∪ (F ′ ∩ S(p)). We
will call F ′ ∩ G the support of F ′ and F ′ ∩ S(p) the suspender of F ′, denoted by S(p, F ′). Note that the support of
F ′ is a spanning forest in G and S(p, F ′) is the star of p in F ′.
Note that Gˆ is connected and the maximum number of edges of a spanning forest in Gˆ is r = |V (G)|. Given an
integer i ∈ [0, r] and F ∈ I(G), let Ii be the set of all spanning forests in Gˆ with i edges, and let IF,i be the
subset of Ii consisting of those with the support F. Then we have fi = |Ii | and deﬁne fF,i := |IF,i |. Since the set
{IF,i |F ∈ I(G)} partitions Ii , we have
fi =
∑
F∈I(G)
fF,i .
Note that if i < |E(F)|, then IF,i is empty and fF,i = 0. The following lemma provides a crucial link between
edge-rooted forests in G and (Gˆ).
Lemma 2. Fix F ∈ I(G) and i ∈ [|E(F)|, |V (F)|]. For n = i − |E(F)|, we have
fF,i = |V ∗(F )(n)|.
Proof. We will construct a bijection : IF,i → V ∗(F )(n) for n= i−|E(F)|. Note thatF ′ ∈ IF,i is determined by its
suspender S(p, F ′) because its support F is given. The number of edges in S(p, F ′) is |E(F ′)\E(F)|= i−|E(F)|=n,
which is also the degree of p in F ′. Furthermore, no two edges in S(p, F ′) are connected to the same connected
component of the support F because F ′ is a forest. Therefore, the set of vertices in F ′ that are adjacent to p, which
we denote by N(p, F ′), is a subset of V (F) of cardinality n such that no two vertices in N(p, F ′) belong to the same
connected component of F. Therefore, N(p, F ′) ∈ V ∗(F )(n). Conversely, given any N ∈ V ∗(F )(n), it’s easy to see
that F ∪ Nˆ , where Nˆ is the cone on N with p as the cone point, is a spanning forest in Gˆ with i edges and F as the
support. Therefore, the mapping  : IF,i → V ∗(F )(n) given by (F ′) = N(p, F ′) is a bijection with its inverse
 : V ∗(F )(n) → IF,i given by (N) = F ∪ Nˆ . The proof is complete. 
We make important remarks about the range of i and the number n=i−|E(F)| in the above lemma.When i=|E(F)|,
we have n= 0 andIF,i consists of F only. Therefore, fF,i = |V ∗(F )(0)| = 1. Now recall that the number of connected
components of any forest F in general is given by |V (F)| − |E(F)|. Therefore, when i = |V (F)|, we have n= |C(F)|
and V ∗(F )(n) is well deﬁned. Moreover, since we have V (F) = V (G), we also have fF,i = 0 for all i > |V (F)|.
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of the paper.
Theorem 3. Let Gˆ be the cone on a ﬁnite graph G. Then (Gˆ) is the number of edge-rooted forests in the base G:
(Gˆ) = |F˜(G)|.
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Proof. Let r = |V (G)|. Then we have
(Gˆ) =
∑
0 i r
(−1)r−ifi
=
∑
0 i r
(−1)r−i
∑
F∈I(G)
fF,i
=
∑
F∈I(G)
∑
|E(F)| i r
(−1)r−ifF,i ,
where the last equality is from the fact fF,i = 0 when i < |E(F)| for all F ∈ I(G). Now if we let n = i − |E(F)|,
then by Lemma 2 we have fF,i = |V ∗(F )(n)|, and we have r − i = |V (G)| − n− |E(F)| = |C(F)| − n by the remarks
following Lemma 2. Therefore, if we let mF = |C(F)| for each F ∈ I(G), then by Lemma 1 we have,
(Gˆ) =
∑
F∈I(G)
∑
0nmF
(−1)mF −n|V ∗(F )(n)| =
∑
F∈I(G)
|E∗(F )| = |F˜(G)|.
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
4. Symmetric examples
Since the complete graph Kn+1 on n+ 1 vertices is a cone on Kn (n1), the following corollary is immediate from
Theorem 3.
Corollary 4. Let Kn be the complete graph on n vertices (n1). Then (K1) = 1 and (Kn+1) is the number of
edge-rooted forests in Kn.
We refer the reader to [5] where Novik et al. derive a formula for (Kn) in terms of the Hermite polynomials, a
generating function for partial matchings (degree 1 subgraphs) in a graph. Also, refer to [3] for a study of symmetric
group action on the homology of the independence complex of the cycle matroid of Kn+1 induced by the action on the
edge-rooted forests in Kn.
From this corollary, one can derive an exponential generating function for (Kn+1) (n0) as follows. A typical
edge-rooted forest in Kn is obtained by choosing a partition {B1, B2, . . . , Bt } of the vertex set [n] (in particular |Bi |1
for all i), and then constructing an edge-rooted tree in each block Bi . Therefore, if we let ¯(m)= (m− 1)mm−2, which
counts the number of edge-rooted trees on m vertices, we have
(Kn+1) =
∑
{B1,B2,...,Bt }[n]
¯(|B1|)¯(|B2|) · · · ¯(|Bt |),
where the sum ranges over all partitions {B1, B2, . . . , Bt } of the set [n]. Since (K1)= 1, it follows (see, e.g., [7]) that
the exponential generating function for (Kn+1) (n0) is∑
n0
(Kn+1)
xn
n! = exp(T¯ (x)),
where T¯ (x) =∑m2¯(m)xm/m!. Several initial values are as follows:
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
(Kn+1) 0 1 6 51 561 7575 122 052 2 285 353 48 803 904 1 171 278 945
Now we discuss two examples of cone graphs for which simple counting arguments will sufﬁce to compute the
-invariants: the wheel Wn = Cˆn and the fan Fn = Pˆn, where Cn is the circuit of length n, and Pn the path of length
n. It follows from Theorem 3 that (Wn) is the number of edge-rooted forests in Cn, which we claim to be 2n − 2.
Indeed, an edge-rooted forests in Cn can be constructed as follows. Pick a non-empty even-sized subset E ⊂ E(Cn),
and assign alternating signs to the edges in E as one goes around the circuit Cn. Note that there are two ways to this.
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Then we get two edge-rooted forests in Cn corresponding to E by marking those edges with plus signs as edge-roots
and deleting those with minus signs. It is clear that every edge-rooted forest in Cn can be obtained this way. Since
E(Cn) has 2n−1 − 1 non-empty even-sized subsets and each of these subsets gives rise to two edge-rooted forests in
Cn, the claim follows. Hence, we have (Wn) = 2n − 2. For the fan Fn, we leave it to the reader to show by a similar
argument as in Wn that the number of edge-rooted forests in Pn is 2n−1, the number of odd-sized subsets of E(Pn).
Hence, we have (Fn) = 2n−1.
Finally, we present an intriguing question suggested by a referee. Given a graph G on n vertices, let fG()=f0n−1+
f1
n−2 + · · · + fn−1, where each fi is the number of spanning forests in G with i edges. Let hG(x) = fG(x − 1) =
h0xn−1 + h1xn−2 + · · · + hn−1. The sequences (f0, f1, . . . , fn−1) and (h0, h1, . . . , hn−1) are called the f-vector and
h-vector of the independence complex of the cycle matroid of G, respectively (see [1] for the f-vector and h-vector of
matroid complexes in general). It follows from hG(x)=fG(x−1) that hn−1 equals (G). Hence in the case of the cone
graph Gˆ, it follows that hn equals the number of edge-rooted forests in the base G by Theorem 3. Now the question is:
Question 5. Are there similar combinatorial interpretations for other terms in the h-vector of the independence complex
of the cycle matroid of Gˆ?
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